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God loves you more than you can imagine.
As part of that love, He’s created a world around us where we
get to discover our true potential, accomplish great things,
show simple kindness and to love the people around us deeply.
We invite you to join us for a bit to celebrate this life and hope
that you’ll join us in living it fully.
Six is an album of worship music flowing out of New Life
Christian Church in Northern Virginia. The idea of “Six” is the
idea of becoming, of not having arrived yet, of songs sung in
the midst of life and love and growth. Our prayer is that you’ll
enjoy this music, that you’ll sing along, but most importantly,
that you’ll be surprised by the presence of God expressed in
hope and joy along the way.
This is a supporting piece for Six and an opportunity for several
of the people involved in this project to share our thoughts
and pour out our hearts. You’ll find lyrics, song information,
thoughts from our musicians and a few written pieces as we
express our heart as it relates to God, music and the love we
want to share.
For more on the idea of Six, keep reading! Also check out
TroutandTucker.com, where you’ll find content about the CD,
thoughts from band members, audio samples of every song and
other information as well.
For more on New Life, check out NewLife4Me.com, you’ll find
lots of great stuff there about what God is up to in Northern
Virginia and beyond.
Thanks! ~E

salvation is here
E Reiss, vocal | Sarah Hendrix, vocal | Paul Stepler, electric guitar | Jeff Comparin, acoustic guitar | Mark Meiss,
keys | Mike Matz, bass |Ben Osterhaus, drums
Copyright 2004 Joel Houston/Hillsong Publishing/ASCAP

Verse 1
God above all the world in motion,
God above my hopes and fears
And I don’t care what the world throws at
me now, It’s gonna be alright
Verse 2
Hear the sound of the generations,
Making loud our freedom song
All in all that the world would know Your
name, we’re gonna be alright
Chorus 1
Cause I know my God saved the day, and I
know His word never fails
And I know my God made a way for me, Salvation is here
Verse 1
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Chorus 2
Cause I know my God saved the day, and I
know His word never fails
And I know my God made a way for me, It’s
gonna be alright!
Chorus 1
Bridge
Salvation is here, Salvation
He lives in me!
Salvation is here, Salvation
just to set me free
Salvation is here, Salvation
He lives in me
Salvation is here, Cause You
You live in me!
Salvation is here, Salvation
He lives in me
Salvation is here, Cause You
You live in me
Chorus 2

is here and
that died
is here and
are alive and
is here and
are alive and

six.
In six days God created the heavens and the earth.
All the work was done, but it still somehow wasn’t finished.
Day 7, the Sabbath, the day when even God rested, was a
necessary piece to make things complete.
The idea is that our life of worship is a life of Becoming and
not of a finished accomplishment. We are in the middle, in
the space where the work happens, in the space where we
aren’t perfect but come just as we are. In seeing numbers,
colors, images in the Bible, I find a continuity of metaphor in
Scripture that is both exciting and encouraging. The details
or images we read and understand will tend to mean similar
things throughout the Bible, from book to book, even from Old
Testament to New. Scholars will tell us that sometimes a six
is just a six (and they’d be right about that), but consider the
following sixes appearing in scripture:
Six Prominent scriptural Sixes:
- Mankind was created by God on day Six in the creation story
- They marched around Jericho for Six days... before day seven
- There were Six cities of refuge in the book of Numbers
- Boaz gave Ruth Six measures of barley as a sign of his favor
- The priests took Six steps, then worshiped when David brought
the ark of the covenant back to Jerusalem
- Psalm Six is a cry for mercy and deliverance
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Do you see it? In the moment of Six, the work is
ongoing and unfinished... but God is still at work.
			 Keep reading... there’s more to come!
Six More Prominent Sixes (just for fun):
- Jacob’s sixth child was named, “Napthali”, which means
“struggle”
- The seraphs in Isaiah Six have Six wings, the four living creatures
in Revelation have Six wings as well
- The Sixth hour is when Jesus met the woman at the well
- Not surprisingly, the Sixth seal, bowl and trumpet in Revelation
are the darkest hours before all is redeemed
- And it was in the Sixth hour during the Crucifixion that darkness
came and covered Jerusalem

solution
Matt Spray: all vocals, keys, and bass | Alan Ivey and Paul Stepler,
electric guitars | Tyler Timberlake, drums
Copyright 2006 Matt Crocker & Joel Houston/Hillsong Publishing/ASCAP

Verse 1
It is not a human right to stare,
Not fight while broken nations dream
Open up our eyes, so blind
That we might find the mercy for the need
Pre-Chorus
Singing, hey now, fill our hearts with your
compassion...
Hey now, as we hold to our confession
Verse 2
It is not too far a cry,
Too much to try to help the least of these
Politics will not decide
If we should rise and be Your hands and feet
Pre-Chorus
Chorus
Woah-oh-oh, God be the solution. Woah-oh-oh, We
will be Your hands and be Your feet
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Verse 3
Higher than a circumstance, Your promise stands,
Your love for all to see
Higher than a protest line and dollar signs,
Your love is all we need
Pre-Chorus
Chorus
Bridge
Only You can mend the broken heart,
And cause the blind to see
Erase complete the sinner’s past
And set the captives free
Only You can take the widow’s cry
And cause her heart to sing
Be a Father to the fatherless,
Our Savior and our King
We will be Your hands, we will be Your feet, we
Will run this race for the least of these
In the darkest place, we will be Your light, we
Will be Your light (last 2 lines 2x)
Chorus
Outro
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thanks.
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First of all I’d like to thank God without whom we wouldn’t be
able to play, sing, or do any of the things you’ll hear on this CD. I’d
like to thank the families of our band who allow us to practice and
take time out of our weeks to help lead others in worship. I’d like
to thank Sean at Cue Studios for helping to get the best takes we
could produce for each song, and finally, numerous websites for
learning guitar parts that makes us seem better than we are.
The songs we recorded were done for multiple reasons - we not
only liked the songs we recorded and thought we were able to play
and sing them well, but most of all we picked the songs we did
because of their relevance in today’s culture - both musically and
lyrically.
The song “Hosanna” performed by Hillsong United is by far one
of the most popular worship songs of the last few years. Ask any
church that has woship similar to New Life (especially one with
a strong lead female singer) what songs they’re doing on Sunday
mornings, and you’d be hard pressed to find one that’s NOT doing
“Hosanna.”
The lyrics in the bridge section of the song seem especially poignant with lines like “Show me how to love like You have loved
me” and “Break my heart for what breaks Yours, everything I am
for Your kingdom’s cause” speak of a great desire to know God
more and more each day - something we all should be striving
towards as Christians.

“Magnificent”, by one of the most popular bands of this (and the
previous) generation, U2, speaks of love - the only thing that can
“heal such a scar.”
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Bono and U2 have often had seemingly “Christ-centered” lyrics, and
this one is no exception. The song speaks about one who is “Magnificent”, and who the author was “born to sing for”, without a “choice
but to lift (him) up.” This song, written and performed by a secular
band for a secular audience, has crossed into a few worship sets at
New Life, and has also even been used in advertising for the 2010
World Cup.
But to me, neither of those songs speak as strongly or loudly as
“Solution”, another song by Hillsong United.
In the first line, the author states “It is not a human right, to stand,
not fight, while broken nations dream”. He goes on to explain
throughout the song that we can’t wait on the government or other
worldly things to fix the problems of this world, but by no means
are we able to do it alone. We have to rely on the power of God to
“erase complete the sinner’s past” and “set the captives free.”
The author ends the song with the statement, “in the darkest place
we will be your light”, mirroring his church’s commitment to make
a difference in the poorest and most depressed parts of this world.
For many Christians, we are all talk, but the lyrics of this song inspire me to walk the walk Jesus wants us to.
All three of these songs are ones I’ve had in my head at one point
or another, mainly because they possess a catchy melody or a facemelting guitar solo. My hope for everyone who hears these songs is
that they will recognize the lyrics and be changed by God’s message
within them. 			
~Matt Spray

blessed be your name 11
Dandi Alacbay, vocal | Thatcher Furgerson and Sam Wright,
electric guitar | E Reiss, keys | Justin Kimbler, bass |
Becky Kimbler, drums
Words and Music by Matt and Beth Redman Copyright 2002
Thankyou Music

Verse 1
Blessed be Your name
In the land that is plentiful
Where Your streams of abundance flow,
Blessed be Your name... Blessed be Your name
When I’m found in the desert place
Though I walk through the wilderness,
Blessed be Your name
Pre-Chorus
Every blessing You pour out
I’ll turn back to praise, wWhen the darkness
Closes in, Lord still I will say,
Chorus
Blessed be the name of the Lord,
Blessed be Your name
Blessed be the name of the Lord,
Bblessed be Your glorious name
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Verse 2:
Blessed be Your name
When the suns shining down on me
When the worlds all as it should be,
Blessed be Your name... Blessed be Your name
On the road marked with suffering
There is pain in the offering,
Blessed be Your name
Chorus:
Bridge:
You give and take away,
You give and take away
My heart will choose to say,
Lord, blessed be Your name
Pre-Chorus:
Chorus:

playing music.
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Playing music with friends. What could make that better than it already
is? Hold on to that thought.
It’s a typical Sunday morning as I walk into a high school auditorium at
7:30 a.m. I hear people and things moving about as I make the first of
two trips from my car. “Good morning”, “Hey man, what’s up”, are typical greetings both given and received as I help prepare the stage to
welcome a very special guest.
Sound check: “I need more bass”, “more vocals please”, “welcome to
Moe’s” as Bill Oliver speaks into the microphone for his vocal soundcheck.
We play the first chord. Whoops. “I thought we were playing that in A
not G?” “No, we changed that at the last practice.” “Yep, you’re right,
my bad.” “My monitor doesn’t seem to working.” “Ahh… no cable, that
would help.” “Did we change the ending on that last song?” “Let’s try
just the last two choruses, end with the intro part again and then go right
into the next song.” “Let’s try that one again.”
It’s now 9:25 and almost time to play the “opener” for the first service.
The auditorium is empty except for the band and a few others. Something is different though. Our special guest ‘stands up’ and reminds us
that He is here. Our busyness has kept us from noticing Him right away.
The difference between now and earlier is that He has decided to let
everyone know that He is there. God is here! How do I know that? I can
feel it, and it is very real. There is an energy that wasn’t there a few
minutes earlier during the soundcheck. It has happened every single time
I have played at New Life. You may think it’s just the excitement of playing on a stage. Well, I’ve done that many times before and it’s not the
same. There is a sense of purpose that I never felt before. Since God is
there are we suddenly transformed into super-musicians? Nope. Do
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we make mistakes during the set? Absolutely. Well, how can that
be if God is there? Because we are human and He made us that way
on purpose. Only God can be perfect. The Good News is that he was
with us the whole time, even when we were not paying attention to him.
He is there to help us let everyone else know that He is here. I feel
unworthy but I go along for the ride anyway.
There is no way I can prove to anyone that God or Jesus really exist. I
have doubts myself on many occasions. I can tell you this though. There
are times in my life both good and bad, both onstage and off, when I can
feel it, sense it, know it. I have heard countless stories from others that
are just as real – almost spooky at times.
I could feel God’s presence during the production of the music on this
CD. The music resonates with the joy in each of these musician’s hearts
and their love of God. It is our gift to God and it was the best that we
could do. I could not be more proud of the musicians I had the privilege
of working with on this CD and on Sunday mornings. I love you all!

There is a point when completing recorded music that you have to say
“OK, I’m happy with that”. You could also say “let’s go back and
re-record this part or that part”. You could carry on that way forever
and never be completely happy. What you have to keep in mind is that
God loves your efforts more than he loves your results. You have to
keep that perspective in your heart. As much as you want to give God
perfection it will never happen. But that’s OK, because I love God and
I’m going to keep trying to reach that goal. Not with the desire to attain
perfection, but with the desire to let God know that I am grateful for
everything that he has given me. I want to do the best I can in my feeble
attempt to thank Him.
So what’s better than playing music with friends? Playing music with
friends for God.
~Sam Wright

jesus, you alone
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Darrel Pope and Carey Javorsik, vocals | Mark Boughner, acoustic guitar | Sam
Wright, electric guitar | E Reiss, keys | Bill Oliver, bass | Dick Cole, drums
Words and Music by Tim Hughes Copyright 1999 Thankyou Music

Verse 1
Jesus, You alone shall be
My first love, my first love
The secret place and highest praise
Shall be Yours, Shall be Yours
Pre-Chorus
To Your throne Ill bring devotion,
May it be the sweetest sound
Lord, this heart is reaching for You now
Chorus 1
So Ill set my sights upon You
Set my life upon Your praise,
Never looking to another way
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blessed be the name

Verse 2
Day and night I lift my eyes
To seek You, to seek You
Hungry for a glimpse of You in glory, in glory
Pre-Chorus
Chorus 2
So I’ll set my sights upon You
Set my life upon Your praise
Never looking to another way
You alone will be my passion
Jesus, You will be my song
You will find me longing after You.
Pre-Chorus
Chorus 2

at the center.
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Although as a band, we get to play together very often,
the studio experience was something new for many of us.
The goal was to try to capture the same energy, passion
and feel as one would experience in a live worship setting.
Can one both worship and record? We knew this would be
a bit of a challenge simply due to the way the tracks are
recorded and the sessions not being done entirely in the
same room. We are very pleased with the results and it’s
our prayer that the songs can be an encouragement to you
as well.
We chose to record ‘Jesus, You Alone’ mostly because of
the song’s energy and we have fun playing it. This is our
version of making a joyful noise and if the band had our
own sitcom, this may very well be the theme song.
The lyrics remind us to keep our focus on Jesus and
continue to pursue that relationship above all else.
Darrel’s vocals are highlighted in this arrangement and
supported by Carey’s harmony.
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‘From the Inside Out’ has become one of our favorite songs
to play. Musically, the song has some good movement and
the dynamics really give the song life. Lyrically, the
emphasis is on the inward changing of one’s heart and
surrender. It can be described as a heart’s cry, sacrificial
worship and transformation.
Carey’s voice really shines on this one and Sam Wright
adds some nice guitar licks. Something we’ve added on
our arrangement is a type of counter melody to the last
chorus. Darrel and Carey do a great job on this and we
find it a very fitting way to bring the song to a climax. We
hope you appreciate it as much as we do.
This project has been a collaboration of many different
talented musicians who have put in a lot of time and
effort. It has truly been a labor of love. This effort is
much more than the music, it’s about sharing our hearts
and gifts in a way to worship and honor Abba Father. The
recordings are not so much one band’s effort, but a
community of worshippers focusing on one common goal –
to keep God in the proper perspective – at the center.
~Mark Boughner

hosanna
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Andy Spray, vocals | Matt Spray, vocals, bass, acoustic guitar | Alan Ivey and
Paul Stepler, electric guitar | Tyler Timberlake, drums
Copyright 2006 Brooke Fraser/Hillsong Publishing/ASCAP

Verse 1
I see the King of glory,
Coming down the clouds with fire
The whole earth shakes, the whole earth shakes
I see His love and mercy
Washing over all our sin
The people sing, the people sing
Chorus
Hosanna, hosanna, hosanna in the highest!
Hosanna, hosanna, hosanna in the highest!
Verse 2
I see a generation rising up to take the place
With selfless faith, with selfless faith
I see a near revival,
Stirring as we pray and seek
We’re on our knees, we’re on our knees

Chorus
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Bridge
Heal my heart and make it clean, open up my
eyes to the things unseen
Show me how to love like You have loved me
Break my heart for what breaks Yours,
Everything I am for Your Kingdom’s cause
As I walk from earth into eternity
Chorus 2x

six.
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Ruth and Boaz are interested in one another, but are not redeemed
or married yet. They haven’t had children or grandchildren… which
eventually became the line of David… and the line of Jesus.
Zebulon was the middle son of the sons (and tribes) of Israel. When
he was born the twelve tribes weren’t born yet… there were just five
other kids. As a child he was in the very center of a family that God
was building to bless the entire earth.
The cities of refuge were a place of safety so that forgiveness,
restitution and reconciliation could be possible without further
bloodshed - but the conflict was still present. When the cities were
actually being used, the restitution and reconciliation in question had
not happened yet.
When David and the priests brought the ark back to Jerusalem. They
took six steps and then stopped to worship. Remember that for most
of that journey, they took their series of six steps out in the middle
of nowhere. The tabernacle of David, the temple of Solomon, the
blessing of Israel and Jerusalem related to restoring the ark just hadn’t
come to be yet.
The sixth hour was in the very middle of the Crucifixion, not at the
beginning or the end. The greatest injustice ever, the greatest act
of love ever, the very way of redemption for us was in process, but it
wasn’t complete.
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I believe that we should pray, “Your kingdom come, on earth as it is
in heaven” and that means here and now. But there is also a sense of
becoming in our lives, where things have not been completed yet. With
creation, we groan and long for more, for the story to be finished, for
the good ending to finally come.
You might be in a place where it feels like you’ve been marching to no
result. You may feel that God has given you dreams that seem stuck in
darkness, where you’re doing the best you can, but it feels like a few
steps in the desert. Don’t give up! Take heart!
Things may be going great and circumstances are surrounding you with
favor and success. Don’t forget that even when times are good, there
is still a deep place of longing for the shadow of true fulfillment to find
its ultimate resting place. God loves you greatly and He is working
everything together for good. Don’t give up in the middle, keep going,
keep reaching, keep loving in the hour of Six!
Be encouraged and if you can, find the heart to sing even in the depth
of the night… knowing that joy and the finishing of this story of love is
coming with the dawn.
If we can really latch onto the idea that God’s love for us is complete,
then even in the hour of Six, we can find amazing hope and real
comfort. The changing of perspective to seeing life as a story God is
involved in directly, changes everything.

thank you
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Dandi Alacbay, vocal |Darrel Pope and Sarah Hendrix, vocals | Sam Wright,
electric and acoustic guitars | Mark Meiss, keys | Justin Kimbler, bass
Becky Kimbler, drums
Words and Music by Sam Wright, Copyright 2010, Trout and Tucker Music

Verse 1
Lonely, depressed, broken,
Feels like I can’t go on
Frustrated, sad, weary, somebody please help me
You lifted me, You carried me
You made me feel alive again
Verse 2
Angry, tired, broken,
Living only inside of me
Restless, alone, weary,
I just need to break free
You lifted me, You carried me
You made me feel alive again
Pre-Chorus
You helped me through my darkest days, You
helped me find my way
It’s not too much, but let me say
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blessed be the name
Chorus
Thank You, Jesus, thank You.
Thank You, Jesus, thank You.
Thank You, Jesus, thank You.
Verse 3
Thankful, Hopeful, Joyful,
Life has forever been changed.
Hopeful inside, joyful inside
Grateful for all you’ve done
You lifted me, You carried me.
You made me feel alive again
Pre-Chorus
Chorus

two simple words.
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Thank you - two simple words that can convey a vast range of
emotional meaning. You can say ‘thank you’ to the waiter for an
iced tea refill or you can thank a friend for helping you through a
difficult time. You can also attempt to say a meaningful ‘thank
you’ to God that originates from the very core of your being.
Compared to many people in this world, my life has been a piece
of cake. I am extremely lucky. I’ve had bad times just like anybody else. I’ve been divorced, I’ve lost both of my parents, and
I’ve had my share of typical life disappointments.
However, I also have a wonderful wife and family. I have friends
who I believe I could count for just about anything if needed. I’ve
never been lacking for the basic necessities in life and I’ve always
been comfortable with the material things I have. That is not the
case for a whole lot of people. I just can’t even imagine going
through what some people endure. When I think about that, it is
really hard to put into words how extremely thankful I am for all I
have.
Despite that, I don’t always show my appreciation for these things
like I should. Everyday life becomes busy and I don’t stop often
enough to reflect on this.
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I have been writing instrumental music almost as long as I have been
playing guitar. Very rarely do I write something with words,
primarily because I’m not a singer. The music for “Thank You” was
written by me years ago. Thanks to my good friend E, the opportunity
presented itself to include an original song for this CD. Since this is a
worship CD, I decided to add words to music I had already written that
expressed my gratitude for everything God has given me in my life.
The words don’t necessarily relate to a particular event in my life but
they express the feelings I’ve had during different times. My goal was
to show that feelings of loneliness, depression, anger, frustration are
feelings that we all have and always will have at times. I don’t fully
understand why God allows suffering but I’ve come to believe that
these feelings can help us to appreciate what we do have.
I do know this: Despite these very real human emotions, God gives us
something that we can’t get anywhere else. HOPE. I think that kind
of sums it up. No matter what happens here on earth I find comfort
knowing that in the end – GOD WINS! And to top it off, we are invited
to come along.
This song is my humble attempt at being grateful. “It’s not too much,
but let me say. Thank You, Jesus ... Thank You.”
~Sam Wright

from the inside out
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Carey Javorsik, vocal | Darrel Pope, vocal | Mark Boughner, acoustic guitar | Sam
Wright, electric guitar | E Reiss, keys | Bill Oliver, bass | Dick Cole, drums
Copyright 2005 Joel Houston/Hillsong Publishing/ASCAP

Verse 1
A thousand times I’ve failed, still Your mercy remains
And should I stumble again,
Still I’m caught in Your grace
Everlasting, Your light will shine when all else fades
Never ending, Your glory goes beyond all fame
Pre-Chorus
In my heart and my soul, I give You control,
Consume me from the inside out, Lord
Let justice and praise become my embrace
To love you from the inside out
Verse 2
Your will above all else, my purpose remains
The art of losing myself in bringing You praise
Everlasting, Your light will shine when all else fades
Never ending, Your glory goes beyond all fame

Pre-Chorus
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Chorus
Everlasting, Your light will shine
When all else fades, never ending,
Your glory goes beyond all fame
And the cry of my heart
Is to bring You praise,
From the inside out, Lord my soul cries out
Pre-Chorus
Chorus

magnificent
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Andy Spray, vocal | Matt Spray, bass and keys | Paul Stepler, electric guitar
Tyler Timberlake, drums
Copyright 2009 Upala Music, Inc.Universal Music Corp., Brian Emo,Adam Clayton, Paul
David Hewson,Larry Mullen, Dave Evans

Intro
Magnificent Magnificent
Verse 1
I was born, I was born to be with you
In this space and time, after that and ever after
I haven’t had a clue, only to break rhyme
This foolishness can leave a heart black and blue
Chorus
Only love, only love can leave such a mark, but
only love, only love can heal such a scar
Verse 2
I was born, I was born to sing for you,
I didnt have a choice
But to lift you up, and sing whatever song
You wanted me to, I give you back my voice
From the womb my first cry,
It was a joyful noise, oh, oh
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Chorus 2
Only love, only love can leave such a mark
But only love, only love can heal such a scar
Justified till we die, you and I will magnify, oh
The Magnificent, Magnificent, oh, ooo
Chorus 3
Only love, only love can leave such a mark
But only love, only love unites our hearts
Justified till we die, you and I will magnify, oh
The Magnificent, Magnificent, Magnificent

beautiful thing
(old school mix)
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E Reiss and Sarah Hendrix, vocals | Mark Meiss, keys | Sam Wright, electric guitar
| Jeff Comparin, acoustic guitar | Mike Matz, bass | Ben Osterhaus, drums
Word and Music by Mark Meiss and E Reiss,Copyright 2010 Trout and Tucker Music

Verse 1
Your love is a beautiful thing
You’re a merciful God and a mighty King!
Before Creation was You are
And Lord, You knew my name
The sons of creation and the daughters of Eve
They sing, Your love is beautiful!
Verse 2
Your love is a beautiful thing
Incarnate as a little baby
Peace on earth, goodwill to men
To bring us to Your side again!
Place my heart with the gold and myrrh
A gift that says Youre beautiful my Lord!
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blessed be the name
Verse 3
Your love is a beautiful thing
When 21 bells of sorrow ring!
As the dark night of the soul surrounds
You come surprising and Your joy abounds!
When broken hearts like a river weep
Your love is beautiful to me!
Verse 4
Your love is a beautiful thing!
You poured out love for the world to see!
Give us ears to hear Your song!
And give us heart to sing along!
The sons of creation and the daughters of Eve
We sing, Your love is beautiful!

irony blue.

~E
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We went low-fi on this one, and yes that was on purpose.
Just imagine that we found this under a couch in the archive and
decided to release it and you’ll be fine!
This song was born on a trip to Macedonia as we were searching
for the elusive gum chewing stripe-horn yellow bellied sap sucker
egret. Ok, I’m just kidding. This song was actually born from a
blues arrangement that Mark put together for an opener and we
thought it would be fun to put words to it.
The Blues, as a genre, is high on the scale of irony. Most blues
lyrically are an expression of sorrow or loss, or hardship, but the
music strikes us as fun and good and playful. And as a musician,
there are few things more fun to play or solo with than a blues riff.
The tension of creativity and expressive fun in the face of deeply
held human sorrow is one of the things that make the blues really work. There is an aspect of humor in the blues, an aspect of
shared humanity and that suffering shared with authentic community creates a connection that makes even the deepest moment of
sadness bow to hope. It is more bearable, when we don’t bear it
alone.
The idea here lyrically was to take the irony a step further. To
have the blues be happy, even joyful in expression… to
acknowledge sorrow but to come at it from a different
perspective... this is the heart of Beautiful Thing.
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For a couple of weeks, I only had the line, “Your love is a beautiful
thing…” and I would sing and work on it during my commute. Yes,
that’s me, driving on the beltway, singing nonsense (Your love is a
beautiful thing, like a chicken caught in bathroom sink) at the top of my
lungs. Yes, those are mixing bowl commuters looking at me with
confused expressions or an occasional laugh. In DC, we spend way too
much time in our cars to not burst into song from time to time.
With the idea of this being a duet, the lyrics started to come together.
The idea of Incarnation being the very expression of beautiful love and
us bringing a meaningful gift in response., reflected in two voices with a
call and response.

But way back when the earth was cooling, the ancients among us will
remember the little yellow transistor radios (with the tiny wrist strap
and single earphone) that our grandparents gave us as children. To walk
outside in the sunshine and the summer grass while the music played in
its tinny, scratchy, two inch speaker single 9volt battery goodness. The
effect returns me to those times as a child… to a simpler time… to a
season of innocence… that our bones remember. My hope is that we
would hear with younger ears.
It’s such a gift when you receive a song like this and you can imagine the
people who would actually play and sing it. In my heart I could hear the
musicians playing and Sarah singing this with me before the words were
even written.
Thank you Lord for love that’s come and for friends and expression and
traffic!

beautiful to me
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E Reiss, keys and vocal | Evangeline Isabella Grace Reiss, screaming and wiggling
during the scratch vocal track
Words and Music by E Reiss,Copyright 2010 Trout and Tucker Music

Verse 1
Your love for me is more than I can stand
This glory a weight I cannot bear
Heavenly! You came as a man
A tender Note of love that rings forever
Chorus
Beautiful! Beautiful One!
Jesus, so beautiful to me
Beautiful! Beautiful One!
Lovely beyond all I can see
Verse 2
My highest praise cannot reach up to You,
But Your grace comes to fill me where I am
Mystery! Perfect Word of truth! Speak to my
heart, holy Son of Man! (for You are)
Chorus
Chorus

isaiah 35
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The desert and the parched land will be glad; the wilderness will rejoice
and blossom. Like the crocus, it will burst into bloom; it will rejoice greatly
and shout for joy. The glory of Lebanon will be given to it, the splendor of
Carmel and Sharon; they will see the glory of the LORD, the splendor of our
God.
Strengthen the feeble hands, steady the knees that give way;say to those
with fearful hearts, “Be strong, do not fear; your God will come, he will
come with vengeance; with divine retributionhe will come to save you.”
Then will the eyes of the blind be opened and the ears of the deaf
unstopped. Then will the lame leap like a deer, and the mute tongue shout
for joy. Water will gush forth in the wilderness and streams in the desert.
The burning sand will become a pool, the thirsty ground bubbling springs. In
the haunts where jackals once lay, grass and reeds and papyrus will grow.
And a highway will be there; it will be called the Way of Holiness. The
unclean will not journey on it; it will be for those who walk in that Way;
wicked fools will not go about on it.
No lion will be there, nor will any ferocious beast get up on it; they will not
be found there. But only the redeemed will walk there,
And the ransomed of the LORD will return. They will enter Zion with
singing; everlasting joy will crown their heads. Gladness and joy will
overtake them, and sorrow and sighing will flee away.
							
(new international version)

language as six.
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Corinthians says that now we see through a glass darkly, the faint
outline of who God is. That seems to me to be unavoidably and
certainly true. We don’t have the capacity to truly view the infinite
or understand One who stands outside of time and space and
existence in the way we normally understand those things.
If He appeared in all of His glory, we wouldn’t be able to bear it.
But God in His grace doesn’t let His nature prevent His love from
reaching us. He came as a man, so we could see Him, touch Him,
understand Him.
God, perfect in power, complete in Himself… became Six. He
became mortal, touchable, killable, tired, hungry and all the things
that come with being fully human. Being Himself stepped into the
world of becoming… and in the life He lived here in a limited world
of time and space, He pointed us beyond this mortal coil.
He showed us that there is More out there… that Six isn’t the final
number. By appearing to us as a man, and speaking to us in ways
that we can understand He led the way to Hope and a redemption
that will finally be made complete.
For Corinthians also says that even though our current vision is dim,
someday we will know Him fully, seeing God face to face... that we
will know, even as we are known… deeply and without limit.
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One of the most fascinating things about the work currently being
done in the philosophy of language is the idea that the very nature of
language points beyond itself to something beyond language or
expression. Consider that we have a word for “indescribable” or
“incomprehensible” and further consider that you can understand
what both of those words mean.
Language has expression to tell us that some things can’t be expressed,
and words describing to some extent, that which can’t be described. It
is a huge metaphysical paradox and something that the very best minds
on earth don’t have a good explanation for. Don’t get too excited, it
just means that there is more to this life and the life to come than
language and logic.
That’s a good thing. God gave us brains, and I think He wants us to
use them… but ultimately we’re called to love, not to fully understand
everything. I’ll be honest that for me, this is a huge relief and cause for
happiness. That we don’t fully comprehend God isn’t a reason to punt,
when we really “get it”, it becomes a reason to love Him even more.
He is lovely beyond all we can see!

~E

worship medley
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Sarah Hendrix, vocal | Mark Meiss, keys | Mike Matz, bass | Jeff Comparin, acoustic
and electric guitar | Sam Wright, electric guitar | Ben Osterhaus, drums
Background Vocals: Darrel Pope, Karen Branson, E Reiss, Matt Spray, Dandi Alacbay
Arranged by Sarah Hendrix, Copyright 2010 Trout and Tucker Music

Intro
I love You Lord, and I lift my voice
To worship You, oh my soul rejoice
Take joy my King, in what You hear,
Let it be a sweet, sweet sound in Your ear
Chorus
My chains are gone, Ive been set free,
My God, my Savior has ransomed me
And like a flood His mercy reigns,
Unending love, amazing grace
Verse
Righteous life, flesh so torn, wounded hand,
Brow with thorn... Broken heart enduring scorn,
Is this the Sovereign Lord?
Borrowed tomb, empty space, takes our sin,
Leaves His grace... Destined for the highest place,
This is the Sovereign Lord!

Chorus 2
blessed
Lord Your greatness is unsearchable
And Your kingdom lives forever
You are near and You are wonderful,
You are my Sovereign Lord!
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Chorus
Oh Praise the One Who paid my debt
And raised this life up from the dead
Oh Praise the One Who paid my debt
And raised this life up from the dead
Oh Praise the One Who paid my debt
And raised this life up from the dead
Oh Praise the One Who paid my debt
And raised this life up from the dead
Oh praise the One Who paid my debt
And raised this life up from the dead...
Outro
I love You Lord, and I lift my voice
To worship You, oh my soul rejoice
Take joy my King, in what You hear,
Let it be a sweet, sweet sound in Your ear

moments of fear.
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You should know that the arrangement and key changes,
modulating from one place to the next, from one song to the next
was completely conceived of and arranged by Sarah Hendrix. It is
nothing short of brilliant, and you’ll be seeing much more of this
kind of thing from her in the future.
When approaching a project like this, with multiple bands and a very
eclectic selection of songs, there were recurring moments of fear.
I’m probably too comfortable with risk musically and that just has to
be balanced by what we can realistically accomplish.
We shouldn’t limit ourselves, we need to dream big. But ultimately
there are practical boundaries and while you want to push the
envelope, you don’t want to set everyone up to fail.
My fear was normally the night before a recording session where I
was thinking, “I don’t know if we can do this… there are too many
moving pieces. This has too much potential to go bad, we should
have done something simpler.” There is an X factor in songs like,
“Solution” or “You are Good” where you can perform technically and
still really miss the heart of the song. You can make no mistakes and
still fail to capture the beauty that is in your heart to express. Music
and worship are so much more than not making mistakes.
It is ironic that this song in particular was the one I wasn’t worried
about at all. It was the session overall I was scared to death of. But
as the team showed up and we plugged in, I started to relax.
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Everyone was extremely well prepared and as we got going, I knew we
would be fine. Even more than that, things were going better than I had
hoped and I left every session encouraged.
I would have to say, that I could not be more proud of the teams or
performances that every individual brought to this project. It was very
fun for me to watch people bring their unique talent to the songs… and
every team and individual, without exception, did something that had
me grinning like an idiot in approval. A tapestry of talent and unique
artistic expression combined to bring some great moments and I would
have 100 stories to tell.
This is one of them. This song was one of my favorite moments of Six.
I don’t know why I didn’t leave the vocal booth when Sarah sang this
one, maybe I should have. You don’t want any extra noise, or even the
possibility of extraneous noise to be picked up by the vocal mic. But
I wanted to be there when this happened, because I somehow knew it
would be a special moment.
When Sarah starting singing the take you’ll hear on the album, I just
raised my hands in worship behind her and tried not to breathe. For the
entire song, I just worshipped, hands outstretched to heaven, while the
team and our engineer did their thing. I don’t know what to say, except
that I was in the room when she did this and I could feel God’s presence
deeply.
It was a great moment with God and was very special to me. My prayer
is that as you listen to this one, somehow you’ll sense the depth of
worship and expression that was present when this was recorded.

~E

can it be true?
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E Reiss and Wendy Gibbs, vocals | Jeff Comparin, acoustic guitar | Background
Vocals: Darrel Pope, Karen Branson, E Reiss, Matt Spray, Dandi Alacbay, Sarah
Hendrix | Words and Music by E Reiss,Harp and Guitar arrangment by Karen Reiss and
Jeff Comparin, Copyright 2010, Trout and Tucker Music

Verse 1
Can it be true?
That even death must bow before Your Eyes?
Can it be so? That the beauty that I long for
Is found in You, right now?
Can it be true?
You knew my name before the world was young?
Can it be real? This love I feel surrounding me
Strong to heal my heart!
Chorus
Help me believe that You’re waiting for me,
Arms open wide, with joy so complete
Help me believe that You’re calling to me,
Eyes like the dawn, love like a gentle wind
That whispers life (new life) to me
You whisper life (new life) to me!
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Verse 2
blessed be the name
Can it be true?
The peace You bring is gentle as the morning
Can it be so? That dreams and desires
Are made complete in You
Can it be true?
You poured out Your life because You love me
To fill me with hope! To fill this broken heart,
With a life, made new!
Bridge
Can it be true? Can it be so? Can it be here?
Can it be now?
2nd Chorus and Descant
Help me believe You’re waiting for me,
Arms open wide, with joy so complete
Help me believe Youre calling to me,
Eyes like the dawn, love like a gentle wind
That whispers life to me You whisper life to me!
(2nd) sing new life to me, sing new life to me
(3rd) Come and sing, come and sing new life to me
Can it be true?

yeah, it can be true.
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Mark 9:24

Immediately the boy’s father exclaimed, “I do believe; help me
overcome my unbelief!”
I had a teacher once who used to say, “the thing about rhetorical
questions is... they have answers.”
What a great line. So let me start this with a pre-emptive strike
and just say that yes, it CAN be true!
The idea behind this song is Worship Evangelism. What I was
hearing here was the heart of a “sinner’s prayer” set to music.
The idea is to create a song or worship expression that could
Actually be the moment of salvation. Someone on the edge of
God’s redemptive work, could sing this song… really mean it… and
be Redeemed.
How cool is that? [rhetorical answer 1A: extremely cool!]
It’s a blessing and a frustration to me that the songs I “hear” tend
to come to me in what I call a “dream complete” state. It isn’t
always completely specific, but it makes sense the way crazy
things just make sense in a dream (you don’t have to have all the
conscious pieces to just “know” things in a dream). With this one,
I hear a symphony and lots of moving pieces building to a huge
crescendo. And writing a round with just yourself singing is more
fun than you would think.
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I have to say though, that another fun aspect of song expression is
hearing other people bounce off of the musical idea you’ve received.
They bring something wonderful to the song that in unique and genius
in its own right. Karen (my wife and amazing orchestral harpist) and
Jeff (rhythm guitar extraordinaire) did a great job on the arrangement
here.
Both are extremely talented ensemble players, really gifted at
listening and responding to other people and musical ideas. Words
can’t express my thanks to both of them for their heart and approach
here.
Another blessing was getting to sing this with Wendy. We had sang
together for years on a team at New Life before circumstances moved
team members onto other things... butI always enjoyed singing with
her. It was on my heart from the very start of this project to do a song
with Wendy and I’m glad that we were able to do it.
Let this song be a prayer that draws you close to God. Let it be a real
question… and let it be answered!
Let it be a prayer for anyone who needs hope in the face of grieving,
light in the deepest darkness and love in a place where it seems like
we’re all alone.
We’re not alone.
It can be true.

~E

you are good
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E Reiss and Sarah Hendrix, vocals | Mark Meiss, keys | Jeff Comparin, acoustic
guitar | Sam Wright, electric guitar | Mike Matz, bass | Ben Osterhaus, drums
Words and Music by Israel Houghton 2001 Integrity’s Praise! Music/BMI

Verse
Lord, You are good and your mercy endures forever
Lord, You are good and your mercy endures forever
Bridge
People from every nation and tongue,
From generation to generation
Chorus
We worship You, hallelujah, hallelujah
We worship You for who You are
We worship You, hallelujah, hallelujah
We worship You for who You are You are good
Verse
Bridge
Chorus
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Refrain
You are good, all the time
All the time, You are good (4x)
Verse
Bridge
Chorus

new life
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E Reiss, vocal | Jeff Comparin, guitar
Words and Music by E Reiss, Copyright 2010 Trout and Tucker

Verse 1
Well it’s the first day of school,
And I’m feelin’ kind of nervous
I’ve got my number twelve pencil
And my big chief pad
All my back to school duds,
Do not clothe my trepidation
As a big yellow bus, comes to take me away (to a)
Chorus
New life, and I will gather my courage
To love the One Who gave His life for me
I will face east, as the Peace of the morning
Whispers, “new life” and a brand new day
Verse 2
Something old, something new,
And we borrowed something blue
It’s a wonderful day when one are made from two
Don’t you know it is a vision of heaven above
Of the love of God, and the God of love
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Chorus
Bridge
I believe in God the Father and in Jesus the Son
I believe in the holy promise
And that redemption’s come
I believe that love surrounds us
And in the price He paid
I believe that He died to save us
And in an empty grave
Verse 3
Now my bones a little older and my hair is grey
Smiling at the blessing of a life of faith
Oh as sunset approaches, I won’t be afraid
Cause I know that heaven’s not that big a change…
it’s just a
Chorus

www.newlife4me.com

thanks for joining us!
this concludes our
chapter of Six.
www.troutandtucker.com
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